In the framework of the 2014-2015 campaign of mutual events, we observed Jupiter's inner satellites Amalthea (JV) and Thebe (JXIV). We focused on estimating whether the positioning accuracy determined from direct astrometry could compete with that derived from photometric observations of eclipses, for dynamical purposes. We present the analysis of 35 observations of Amalthea and 19 observations of Thebe realized with the 1-m telescope at Pic du Midi observatory during three nights in 2015, January and April. The images were reduced through an optimal process that includes image and spherical corrections using the Gaia-DR1 catalog to provide the most accurate equatorial (RA, Dec) positions. We compared the observed positions of both satellites with the theoretical positions from JPL JUP310 satellite ephemerides and from IMCCE INPOP13c planetary ephemeris. The rms (O-C) in equatorial positions are ±112 mas for the Amalthea observations, or 330 km at Jupiter, and ±90 mas for the Thebe observations, or 270 km at Jupiter. Using the Gaia-DR1 catalog allowed us to eliminate systematic errors due to the star references up to 120 mas, or 350 km at Jupiter, by comparison with the UCAC4 catalog.
INTRODUCTION
Amalthea (JV) and Thebe (JXIV) are the two most massive of the four inner Jovian moons. The biggest and brightest satellite Amalthea was first discovered from the ground by Barnard (1892) with the 36-inch refractor at Lick Observatory, USA. It orbits around the planet at a distance of 2.54 Jupiter radii R J . Its visual magnitude is 14.1. Thebe and the two other inner moons Metis and Adrastea, were discovered nearly one century after (Jewitt et al. 1979; Stone & Synnott 1980; Synnott 1980 Synnott , 1981 , when the Voyager 1 and 2 spacecraft observed the inner system of Jupiter. Thebe orbits around the planet at a distance of 3.11 R J . Its visual magnitude is 15.7.
Since Amalthea and Thebe are faint and close to Jupiter, they are difficult targets for ground-based observations. The brightness of the planet introduces a high background noise that needs particular observational techniques Based on observations made at Pic du Midi observatory (S2P), France. Full Tables 2 and 3 are available in electronic form at the Natural Satellites DataBase and Natural Satellites Data Center services of IMCCE via http://nsdb.imcce.fr/ or http://www.imcce.fr/nsdc/ † E-mail: vincent.robert@obspm.fr to make the satellites visible and measurable (Colas 1991) . This explains first the lack of data available for these bodies, and as a consequence, the lack of precision in their respective dynamical models.
The first observers determined orbital parameters of Amalthea (Barnard 1892) and Thebe (Synnott 1984) , while adjusting simple models to very few observations. Since the fifth satellite of Jupiter was discovered long before, it has been more observed and studied than Thebe. However, the data available for this last one were accurate enough to determine its orbit as precisely as for Amalthea. Later, the first reliable dynamical models were produced by Jacobson (1994) using the formulas of precessing orbits, while the Galileo spacecraft observed the four inner moons and revealed, in particular, that Amalthea and Thebe determined the structure of the gossamer rings (Burns et al. 1999) . Afterward, improvements consisted of successive adjustments to the theories while the sets of data were completed with CCD (Kulyk et al. 2002; Veiga & Vieira Martins 2005) , Cassini spacecraft (Cooper et al. 2006 ) and HST observations (Mallama et al. 2004 ), but the difficulties of observing such faint bodies and representing their motion remained (Avdyushev & Ban'shikova 2008) . It is obvious that new observations will help in improving our knowledge of both the satellite dynamics and the ring system. However, the last available astrometric data were published by Kulyk (2008) , and the last photometric data by Christou et al. (2010) . During the 2014-2015 campaign of mutual events, we recorded ground-based photometric observations of eclipses of Amalthea and, for the first time, Thebe by the Galilean moons (Saquet et al. 2016) . The success of this work and the value of the positioning results motivated us to compare the photometric accuracy with that derived from direct astrometry of new ground-based observations, using the most recent Gaia-DR1 (Lindegren et al. 2016 ) star catalog and astrometric reduction techniques (Robert 2011 ).
OBSERVATIONS AND REDUCTIONS
35 observations of Amalthea and 19 observations of Thebe were realized at Pic du Midi observatory during three nights in 2015, January and April. The exposure times of the images are 30-60s. The field of view is 5.45 arcmin on both the x-axis and the y-axis. Table 1 summarizes the exposure data for the series. Fig. 1 shows a typical CCD observation. This 30-second exposure of Jupiter was taken with the 1-m telescope during our first night of observation. An Andor Ikon-L camera, in combination with a Schott RG695 lowpass filter was used to limit the diffusion light at short wavelengths, and to get a lower contrast with Jupiter (Colas 1991) . A small mask on the filter covers the planet, avoiding large blooming artefacts. Extra illumination is clearly seen in the Jupiter area because we did not use a real coronagraph but a suitable dot deposited on the filter. In consequence, additional light remains on the image, due to the diffusion in the different optical parts of the telescope. The satellites visible in this exposure are, from left to right, Europa and Io (over-exposed), and Amalthea. Thebe is close to Jupiter, and behind the mask. North is up, East to the left.
Before extracting the inner satellite and star positions, we removed the background noise in each area of the object to be measured. We isolated the objects in small zones and fitted individual sky backgrounds with three-degree to five-degree surface polynomials by least-squares, in order to subtract them from the images. The polynomial degrees were dependent on the light gradient in the zones. Fig. 2 shows the sky background in the Amalthea zone of Fig. 1 (left) , and the corresponding subtraction result (right). We can see that we were able to produce a visible and measurable image of the satellite.
Measurement and reduction techniques were the The horizontal x-axis and y-axis show the pixel position in the area, and the vertical z-axis shows the pixel value in ADU. The fitted surface polynomial was subtracted from the image to make the satellite visible and measurable while avoiding errors in the position extraction (right).
same as described in Robert et al. (2015) . Measured (x, y) image positions were corrected for spherical effects.
The observations contain four Gaia-DR1 reference stars (Lindegren et al. 2016) , and the reductions were performed using suitable four constant functional models to provide equatorial (RA, Dec) astrometric positions of the satellites. Scale ρ, orientation θ, and offsets ∆x and ∆y were modeled for the determination of the tangential (X,Y ) coordinates. All our observations were equatorial (RA, Dec) astrometric positions obtained from tangential (X,Y ) coordinates by using the gnomonic inverse projection and determined in an ICRS geocentric reference frame to be easily compared with the most recent ephemerides. 
POSITIONING RESULTS
We compared the 35 positions of Amalthea and the 19 positions of Thebe with their theoretical computed positions given by the JPL JUP310 satellite ephemerides (Jacobson 2013 ) and the IMCCE INPOP13c planetary ephemeris (Fienga et al. 2014) . The positioning results are provided in Tables 2 and 3 first observation night, only. Concerning Thebe, we report that only the mean RA (O-C) value is shifted by about 120 mas. We conclude that the exposure timing can be ruled out. The camera shutter was triggered with a GPS card to ensure a timing precision of 1 ms. However, we calibrated the three night sets of images with three different sets of four faint stars. Moreover, they were not well-distributed around the center of field. We assume that the calibration process and result were accurate but not constrained enough (Robert 2011) , and because we could not release a second confident scale factor to fit on both the x-axis and the y-axis, separately, we were not able to compensate the anisotropy due to the reference stars distribution. As a consequence, it is difficult to analyze such offsets for the (O-C) in both the equatorial coordinates. More observations will be necessary. The key point is that the JUP310/INPOP13c rms (O-C) for all observations of Amalthea is 112.1 mas, and 90.4 mas for Thebe. These average rms (O-C) correspond to our observation accuracies and could be compared to the most precise astrometric observations. Veiga & Vieira Martins (2005) determined positioning results with about 280 observations for both satellites separately, over six nights, with rms errors of 144 mas for Amalthea, and 145 mas for Thebe. We thus improved the positioning accuracy by 30 mas for Amalthea, or 90 km at Jupiter, and 55 mas for Thebe, or 160 km at Jupiter. Later, Kulyk (2008) determined positioning results with about 50 observations with rms errors of 100 mas for Amalthea, and 150 mas for Thebe, however, only with intersatellite observations for which most of the systematic effects and those due to the planet position are eliminated.
Several factors contributed to the increase in precision. The observational technique and the small mask made the satellites visible and measurable, probably with little contribution to the precision in their positioning. The photographic treatment allowed us to remove the background noise, and to apply model centroids to the images. In addition, the astrometric reduction process with the accurate star catalog used made possible correcting for all spherical effects and obtaining precision in the equatorial positions.
During the 2014-2015 campaign of mutual events, we recorded ground-based photometric observations of eclipses of Amalthea and Thebe by the Galilean moons (Saquet et al. 2016) . We provided astrometric results with an external precision of 20 mas for the eclipses of Amalthea, and 53 mas for that of Thebe. In spite of the improvements we made with the standard astrometric observations, the accuracies derived from photometric observations of eclipses largely override our measurements. This confirms that photometric records of mutual events still remain more precise than direct astrometry (Arlot et al. 2014 ).
GAIA-DR1 VS UCAC4
We finally compared our astrometric results with those determined using UCAC4 reference stars (Zacharias et al. 2013) . Obviously, we used exactly the same sets of four stars for each night of observation, and thus the exact correspondances between the Gaia-DR1 and UCAC4 catalogs for the calibrations. Table 6 shows the averaged (RA, Dec) (O-C) for Amalthea and Thebe using both the star catalogs. Mean rms (O-C) is 148 mas for UCAC4, and 122 mas for Gaia-DR1. The mean difference in the positioning accuracy is up to 26 mas, or 80 km at Jupiter. The averaged (O-C) are even more significant to compare since they are affected by local systematic errors of individual reference stars. In particular, we can see that the mean Dec (O-C) is 137.3 mas for UCAC4, and 18.8 mas for Gaia-DR1. The mean difference for this coordinate is up to 120 mas, and highlights that the UCAC4 catalog could be affected by important local errors.
We confirm our last conclusion with Fig.5 . We here investigate the robustness of the astrometric calibration using both the star catalogs with the scale factors, which are the main indicators that characterize the reduction model and its accuracy (Robert 2011; Robert et al. 2011) . The individual observations from 1 to 10 are those of the first night on 05 January 2015. The individual observations from 11 to 29 are those of the second and successive night on 06 January 2015. For two successive nights, one would wait for the scale Table 6 . Statistics of the averaged (RA, Dec) (O-C) of Amalthea and Thebe using the UCAC4 and Gaia-DR1 star catalogs, and according to JUP310 and INPOP13c ephemerides. factors to be stable in evolution, even if the sets of reference stars used are quite different. This is the case for the calibrations with Gaia-DR1, but not for those with UCAC4. The evolution of the Gaia-DR1 scale factors shows a quite good stability, and we may deduce that the calibration is confident and accurate. The evolution of the UCAC4 scale factors shows an important bias between the two sets of both nights of observation, which is typical of local systematic errors. This effect could explain the bias in the mean UCAC4 Dec (O-C) visible in Table 6 , as well. Moreover, the error bars are representative of the reference star formal errors. Because the UCAC4 errors on the scale factors are three times higher than the Gaia-DR1's, we may deduce that we eliminated the systematic and minimized the random errors due to the reference stars. Observational and measurement errors "only" remain at this point, and we confirm that astrometric calibration will be more confident with Gaia-DR1 in the future.
CONCLUSION
We analyzed three series of CCD observations of Amalthea and Thebe realized at Pic du Midi observatory in 2015, January and April. In spite of the difficulty to observe the inner satellites of Jupiter from the ground, we provided astrometric equatorial positions of the satellites better in accuracy than previous works with direct astrometry. The mean rms (O-C) are 112 mas for Amalthea, and 90 mas for Thebe. Using the Gaia-DR1 catalog allowed us to improve the positional accuracy by 26 mas by comparison with the UCAC4 catalog, but most important, it allowed us to eliminate systematic errors due to the star references up to 120 mas. Even though we improved the standard astrometric accuracy, we confirm that photometric records of mutual events still remain more precise by a factor ranging from 2 to 5. However, improvements in observational techniques and reduction processes using Gaia-DR1, the most accurate star catalog available, make direct astrometry an effective way to fill in the lack of data over continuous time spans, since mutual events can only occur every six years.
